FESTIVAL of
ACCORDION SYROS

Review 2018
The originality of the festival
In Greece, accordion is often a neglected musical instrument.
However, it has an original repertoire, a fanatic audience and musicians with
worldwide reputation.
It has been essential to create a festival dedicated
to this musical instrument.
This festival started in Syros 7 years ago and it takes place annually
all the consecutive years until today.

1- A summer rendezvous we are all looking for…
During the actual festival, we met lots of people, artists, participants and an audience who is vigilant and avid for music.
This year, 67 people aged 16 to 66 years old participated in the festival as well
as 30 artists who took part in the events. Generally speaking, we have welcomed more than 100 people (companions and volunteers) from Greece and
abroad (see the map below with the places of origin).

The choice of summer as the one the festival would be held has been important
because it has allowed many people to have a whole week of holiday.
Outturn data of the participants
Percentage of new
and old participants
who came for:

2 - The course of the festival 2018
Four years now we have the
chance to host participants and
artists in a beautiful place, Saint
Paul Mansion in Poseidonia, a
fact that makes it easy to share
our daily routine and our music as
well as live magical and unique
moments.
.

A friendly and loyal audience:
the events attracted 3.700 people.
We celebrated the festival through playing, singing
and dancing!
It was a quite promising marriage of two music genres that
are distinct but have a common rhythm, “Zonaradiko” and
“Tarantella”, the first originating from Thrace, Northern
Greece, and the second from Southern Italy.
Throughout this union, we crossed the Balkans to reach the
Mediterranean coasts.

- 3 Workshops Workshop 1 (15 hours) - 11 people
« The accordion in Thrace » with Stamatis Pasopoulos.

Workshop 2 (15 hours) - 13 people
« With the spider’s bite. The Accordion on the tones of tarantella» with
Vaguelis Papageorgiou.

Workshop 3 (15 hours) - 17 people
« From Southern Italy to Thrace. Travel-workshop of dance, voice,
rhythm..» with Gianna Chamaleli (dance) & Kostas Konstantatos
(singing, guitar, violin, percussion).

- The exhibitions Panagiotis Zafeiriou and Antonis Pagonis co-ordinated daily maintenance and repair workshops of accordion and percussion instruments, so that all musicians, professional and amateur, could have
the opportunity to “take- care” of their valuable musical instruments.
At the same time, there was an exhibition of accessories, musical
scores and CDs.

- Events - Concerts -

Monday 20/08 - « Zakouska »

Tuesday 21/08 - « Babo Koro »

Poseidonia - free entrance

Finikas - free entrance

500 People

Wednesday 22/08 - Scène ouverte

700 People

70 amateurs et professionnels sur scène

Thursday 23/08 « Glendotour »

Kini - free entrance

Poseidonia - free entrance

500 People

350 People

Friday 24/08 « Encardia »
Chroussa - 5€

650 People

Saturday 25/08 - Musique dans la Rue
Ermoupolis - free entrance

1000 People

Every performance and a different place
Every night the festival visited a different location. Artists, participants and amateurs moved in this way
around the island, multiplying the places of contact with the audience.
This helps a lot in the spread of the festival around the island, asking naturally several times for a better
organisation and more expenses on the part of the organisers.

A first step towards environmentally friendly events
For the first time this year, we have used ecological and reusable plastic cups thanks
to a borrowing system. The cups with the festival stamp were lend for a low price and
every visitor could either return them and take their money back or keep them after
buying them.
This proved to be effective as from the 1200 cups the 500 cups were not returned but
were kept as a souvenir from the festival.

3 - Communication in various languages
From the beginning of the Festival, all tools of communication were bilingual, Greek and English (except for the
website and the presentation of the performances and
concerts which were in French too), a fact that ensured
an audience of foreign tourists.

About the leaflets

Candia Prindezi etι Christelle Loukitch

- 300 posters were printed for the 6 performances. They were distributed around the island and at the
shops.
- The festival programme (2,000 copies): They were distributed around the island (and shops).
- Banner and signposts: there were across the island.
- There was a section in the municipality summer events programme
- Four years so far the photographer Kostas Mountzoureas covers all the events of the festival free of
charge and takes high quality photos which we use for the marketing of the festival.
Together with the other tools, we count also the numerous excerpts on newspapers.

Communication on-line (e-media)
Site web
Syros Accordion Festival (Greek, English and French) http://syrosaccordionfestival.com/EL/
Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJLmfAGAAp073jCSWnm7DM6oqWYOr94cv
Vimeo
Document: https://vimeo.com/222124698
A Facebook page with more than 2.200 subscribers.
During the festival we reached 12,000 likes (real audience).
https://www.facebook.com/SyrosAccordionFestival/

In this way, the festival is promoted in a local and international level. Furthermore,
thanks to the participants coming from abroad and mainly France, we hope that the festival will gain
an international dimension, which already happens on the web and the circles of the participants.
Have a look at the attached PressBook.

4- Sponsors and Co-organisators 2018

We always
work in cooperation
with the local
associations
of the villages we
visit.

With the kind contribution
of artists

5- Budgets 2016, 2017 abd 2018

Expenses

2016
€

2017
€

2018
€

Incomes

6090

Contributions
subscriptions / actions
Membership fees
Beverage
Concert tickets
Participation in seminars & in the
accommodation

Purchases
Beverage,
Breakfasts & living expenses
Oﬃce supplies
Cleaning supplies
Others

2350

5 800

2016
€

2017
€

2018
€

8 860 14 500 18150

Partners
Services
Car rental
Rental of living space & Rental of spaces for
concerts

2 020

1 600

2800

Municipality (Grant & Concession concert halls)
Prefecture & Local Association
European program Leader
2016- 2017

External services
1. Admin&organizational
preparation
Accounting & Secretarial services
Contacts for preparation

7560

6720

5900

50

300

600

Other income

3 670

3 000

2750

Friends' contributions and
discount

Volunteers
2. View - advertising
Translator, Graphic Designer & Printers
Forward-viewing (Internet, website, facebook etc)
Media (radio, TV, newspapers ...)

2 060

3 100

1940

Transportation
Τravel to and from Syros & Move within
the island

4340

5 900

5 950

Recording, photography, cameras

1410

880

600

Contributions

13830

Concerts and workshops
Artists’ salary & Τeachers’ salary (3)
Sound coverage
Seminars co-ordinator & Concert Manager
Other expenses
Other taxes
BANKING CHARGES

TOTAL

8 150 10 800

3

310

67

110

30
70
24 100 31 580

Secretarial services & Contacts
& Translator
Promotion - view & Media
Seminars responsible & Concert
Manager
Recording, photography, cameras

5 960 6 000

5700

Materials for buﬀet & Breakfast
Beverage for seminars and concerts
Others Incomes

1 670 4 100

3800

TOTAL

24100 31 620 34150

310
65
34335

